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Abstract
Analyses of population-based surveys are instrumental to research on prevention and treat-
ment of mental and substance use disorders. Population-based data provides descriptive
characteristics of multiple determinants of public health and are typically available to re-
searchers as an annual data release. To provide trends in national estimates or to update the
existing ones, a meta-analytical approach to year-by-year data is typically employed with
ORs as effect sizes. However, if the estimated ORs exhibit different patterns over time, some
normalization of ORs may be warranted. We propose a new normalized measure of effect
size and derive an asymptotic distribution for the respective test statistic. The normaliza-
tion constant is based on the maximum range of the standardized log(OR), for which we
establish a connection to the Laplace Limit Constant. Furthermore, we propose to employ
standardized log(OR) in a novel way to obtain accurate posterior inference. Through simu-
lation studies, we show that our new statistic is more powerful than the traditional one for
testing the hypothesis OR=1. We then applied it to the United States population estimates
of co-occurrence of side effect problem-experiences (SEPE) among newly incident cannabis
users, based on the the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), 2004-2014.
Keywords: standardized coefficient; posterior interval estimation; cannabis; risk factors
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1 INTRODUCTION
As of May 2020, more than 30 state-level jurisdictions of the United States (US) have lib-
eralized cannabis control policies. Even so, federal law remains unchanged and is compliant
with international cannabis prohibition treaties. Judged by this standard, cannabis qualifies
as the most commonly used internationally regulated drug (IRD).
Social attitude surveys about perceived risk disclose low-level risk perceptions about
cannabis, relative to risk perceptions about cocaine, heroin, and other IRD (Johnston,
O’Malley, Bachman, Schulenberg, & Miech, 2016). The US Surgeon General thinks oth-
erwise and recently released an advisory report intended to increase awareness of evidence
about potential harms of cannabis, which include concerns about cannabis use by pregnant
women, and by children and adolescents, with a specific focus on the developing adolescent
brain (Volkow, Compton, & Wargo, 2017; Volkow, Baler, Compton, & Weiss, 2014). The
report also drew attention to addictive processes that may lead to a severe cannabis use
disorder (CUD), especially when cannabis products contain high concentrations of delta-9-
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC).
One way to address issues associated with adverse psychiatric and general medical out-
comes of cannabis use is to focus attention on promising targets of early CUD screening, as
well as interventions to ‘prevescalate’ and disrupt newly incident CUD processes. If success-
ful, focused attention can disclose facets of a CUD ‘target product profile’ (TPP), i.e., a set
of clearly defined features that indicate an early progression to CUD. Optimally, TPP can
be developed backward from a potential therapeutic target toward an intermediate prodro-
mal stage with < 100% predictive value of a positive test for the target disease of interest
(e.g., CUD). Alternative TPP processes start with a molecule being worked up in medicinal
chemistry or pharmaceutics laboratories, with evidence supportive of both adequate safety
and some ‘side effect’ indicative of therapeutic value. In our TPP example, we have no
specific molecule, device, or intervention in mind. Instead, we offer an array of potential
pre-CUD therapeutic targets manifest as syndromes in the sense of a statistically tangible
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co-occurrence of pairs of indicators. We posit that the co-occurring indicators might become
promising potential therapeutic targets of potential utility in an accelerated CUD medication
development process.
Ordinarily, epidemiologists might turn to the familiar odds ratio (OR) to investigate the
patterns of co-occurrence. ORs have useful properties, such as invariance across sampling
designs (e.g., case-control or prospective), and straightforward interpretation of estimates
from logistic regression modeling. The log-transformed odds ratios, log(OR), also have an-
alytically attractive features such as asymptotic distribution of log(OR) rapidly converging
to a normal distribution with an increasing sample size.
In this paper, we propose a new normalized measure of effect size, −1 < γ′ < 1, and
derive an asymptotic distribution for the respective test statistic to test the null hypothesis
OR=1. γ′ is derived by considering the lower and the upper bounds on the possible values
of the standardized log(OR), i.e., γ = log(OR)/σ, and by showing that γ can not exceed
the Laplace Limit Constant (LLC). Then, using the LLC as a normalizing constant, we
propose a new measure of the effect size, γ′ = γ/LLC, that is varying between -1 and 1. We
derive an asymptotic distribution of γ′ and show, via simulation experiments, that the new
association statistic based on the γ′ distribution promises to be a more discriminating and
statistically more powerful alternative to OR. We further show how the standardized log(OR)
can be utilized to accurately approximate posterior inference for the the newly proposed γ′,
and utilize this property to investigate year-by-year patterns of co-occurrence of side effect
problem-experiences (SEPE) associated with accelerated CUD development process.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Subjects and Measures
For our epidemiological estimates from the US National Surveys on Drug Use and Health
(NSDUH), the population under study was specified as the civilian residents of non-institutional
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dwelling units (DU) of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia, age 12 years and
older. Each year from 2004-2014, the NSDUH field research staff used a multi-stage area
probability sampling approach to draw a new sample of designated respondents (DR) within
each DU. Each DR was recruited and asked to complete an audio computer-assisted self-
interview (ACASI), organized as a fixed sequence of standardized survey items within a series
of modules on drug use and health. One module covers month and year of first cannabis
use, as well as cannabis side effect problems and experiences (SEPE). Methodological details
on the survey have been published in many online reports and open access articles (United
States. Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Center for Behavioral
Health Statistics and Quality, 2018a, 2018b, 2019; Alcover, Thompson, & Anthony, 2019).
Each year’s protocol for human subjects protection is reviewed by a cognizant institu-
tional board. In its early years, NSDUH was able to secure participation levels above 70%,
but in recent years participation has dropped to the 55%-65% range. The NSDUH public-use
data files provide a single analysis weight designed to take into account the selection probabil-
ities as well as post-stratification adjustment factors intended to bring the analysis-weighted
estimates into balance with the US Census marginal distributions. Our work is based on the
NSDUH Public-use Data Analysis System (PDAS) downloadable datasets for which each
year’s sample has included between 50,000 and 60,000 participants (United States. Sub-
stance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Center for Behavioral Health
Statistics and Quality, 2018a, 2018b, 2019; Alcover et al., 2019).
Designed and conducted as an annual cross-sectional survey with successive replication
samples of the US population, the cannabis module’s month-by-month data on the first
occasion of cannabis use make it possible to focus on the set of newly incident cannabis
users observed within the interval of about 1 to 90 days after first cannabis use. After
aggregation across the years, this set encompassed n = 3, 710 newly incident cannabis users,
mainly age 12-to-29-years-old, for whom 17 cannabis side effect problems and experiences
(SEPE) were assessed. As discussed elsewhere, the cannabis module was designed with an
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assumption of no SEPE unless cannabis was used six or more times within the interval
since cannabis onset (Alcover et al., 2019). Table 1 lists the SEPEs in the order determined
by incidence rate estimates (Alcover et al., 2019). The most frequently observed SEPE is
‘wanting or trying to cut down or stop using,’ which affected more than 50% of the newly
incident cannabis users within ∼ 90 days after 1st use. In contrast, ‘continuing to use despite
physical problems” affected few (∼1%). The prior work showed estimated odds ratios for
SEPE-SEPE pairs across a range from 1.0 to > 10.0 (Alcover et al., 2019). We have re-
approached the analysis of these data and derived estimates for the standardized logarithm
of the odds ratio for comparison with the original odds ratio estimates.
2.2 Bounds for the standardized logarithm of odds ratio
We shall assume for now that epidemiological data is summarized by a 2×2 table as:
Exposure status
Disease status E E¯
D n11 = nDpˆ n12 = nD(1− pˆ)
D¯ n21 = nD¯qˆ n22 = nD¯(1− qˆ)
where n11 + n12 = nD is the number of cases; n21 + n22 = nD¯ is the number of controls;
and the number of exposed subjects is n11 + n21. When sampling is random with respect
to exposure, sample proportions pˆ = n11/nD and qˆ = n21/nD¯ are estimates of the population
probabilities of exposure among cases and among controls, respectively, p = Pr(E|D) and
q = Pr(E|D¯). Then, the effect of exposure on an outcome can be measured by the odds
ratio, OR, defined as:
OR =
p/(1− p)
q/(1− q)
=
Pr (E | D) [1− Pr (E | D¯)]
Pr
(
E | D¯) [1− Pr (E | D)] .
To study influence of various risk factors on the outcome, one can test the null hypothesis H0 :
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OR = 1, or equivalently H0: log(OR)=0. The logarithmic transformation is advantageous
because of the bounded and asymmetric nature of OR (it can not take negative values) and
also due to the fact that the distribution of log(OR) quickly converges to normality. Then,
the classical test statistic is defined as:
Z =
log
(
ÔR
)
√∑
1/nij
=
√
N
log(ÔR)
σˆ
, where σˆ =
√
1
wˆ
1
pˆ(1− pˆ) +
1
1− wˆ
1
qˆ(1− qˆ) ,
and wˆ is the sample proportion of cases, nD/N. The corresponding population parameter can
be written as:
σ2 =
1
w
1
p(1− p) +
1
(1− w)
1
q(1− q) . (1)
Conditionally on the value of OR, we can express variance (σ2) as a function of two variables
(w and p) to emphasize that the standard deviation (σ) will vary depending on the study
design and population prevalence of exposure among cases (we note that q can be expressed
in terms of p and OR as q = p/ [(1− p) OR +p]). Alternatively, conditionally on the observed
OR, one can express σ in terms of the exposure probability, v = Pr(E), and risk of disease
among exposed as:
σ2 =
1
v
1
Pr(D|E) [1− Pr(D|E)] (2)
+
1
1− v
1
Pr(D|E¯) [1− Pr(D|E¯)] ,
with Pr(D|E¯) = 1/(1−OR [1− 1/Pr(D|E)]).
To obtain maximum possible value of the standardized log(OR), we first need to minimize
σ, conditional on the OR value, with respect to its two parameters. For example, if we set the
first partial derivative of Eq. (2) with respect to v to zero, and solve the resulting equation
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in terms of Pr(D|E), it follows that:
vm = argmin
v
σ =
1
1 + RR
√
OR−1
, (3)
where RR represents relative risk. Further, setting the first partial derivative of Eq. (2) with
respect to Pr(D|E) to zero and plugging in vm instead of v results in
Pr(D|E) = 1− 1
1 +
√
OR
, (4)
and
Pr(D|E¯) = 1
1 +
√
OR
= 1− Pr(D|E). (5)
Now, substituting Eqs (4) and (5) into Eq. (3), we obtain v = 1/2. Similarly, operating with
Eq. (1), we can express the minimum w value in terms of p as
wm = argmin
w
σ =
1
1 + p
q
√
OR−1
, (6)
where q = p/ [(1− p) OR +p]. Then, we can obtain an equivalent expression for w as just
we did for v, w = 1/2. Using the conditional value of σ, the maximum standardized log(OR)
is:
γ =
log(OR)
2
√
2 + 1+OR√
OR
. (7)
Using the identity 1+OR√
OR
= 2 cosh
(
log(OR)
2
)
,
γ =
log(OR)
2
√
2
√
1 + cosh
(
log(OR)
2
) (8)
=
log(OR)
4 cosh
(
log(OR)
4
) . (9)
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Equation (9) depends only on the logarithm of odds ratio, but it is not monotone in it: γ
reaches its maximum for log(OR) value at about 4.7987...,
γmax(log(OR) = 4.7987...) = 0.6627...
Surprisingly, as log(OR) exceeds that value, the corresponding normalized coefficient, γ,
starts to decrease. Further, although Equation (9) depends only on log(OR), its maximum
can only be attained at the specific values of population parameters. Namely, (a) v = w = 1/2,
(b) Pr(D|E¯) = 1 − Pr(D|E) from Eq.(5), which implies RR2 = OR, and (c) log(OR) =
4.7987..., which implies log(OR) = 121.354. . . and Pr(D|E) = Pr(E|D) = 0.9167782798 . . .
Finally, so far we relied on the assumption that epidemiological data was summarized
by a 2×2 table. To investigate whether the standardized log(OR) varies between -0.6627...
and 0.6627... in the logistic regression setting with continuous predictors or with additional
covariates, we turned to simulation experiments. For a continuous predictor X, we assumed
that X | Y = 1 ∼ N(µ1, s) and denoted its probability mass function (PDF) ψµ1 ; similarly,
we assumed X | Y = 0 ∼ N(µ0, s) with the PDF ψµ0 . Then, according to the Bayes rule:
Pr(Y = 1 | X = x) = ψµ1 Pr(Y = 1)
ψµ1 Pr(Y = 1) + ψµ0 Pr(Y = 0)
. (10)
Setting Pr(Y = 1) = w and Pr(Y = 0) = 1− w, we can re-write Eq. (10) as:
Pr(Y = 1 | X = x) = 1
1 +
ψµ0 (1−w)
ψµ1w
, (11)
or equivalently obtain the logitic regression model:
Pr(Y = 1 | X = x) = 1
1 + exp [−(α + βx)] , (12)
where α = −{log(1−w
w
) + β µ0+µ1
2
}
and β =
(
µ1−µ0
s2
)
(Cornfield, 1962). According to this
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model, we generated a continuous predictor from a mixture of two normal distributions. A
binary predictor was generated from a Bernoulli distribution with a random success prob-
ability. Logistic parameters (intercept and slope for the predictor X) were generated by
randomly sampling p and q from a uniform distribution and then setting α = log(q/(1− q))
and β = log(p/(1− p))−α. Other covariates and their coefficients were randomly generated
from a normal distribution. Across simulations, we investigated the range of β/
√
Var(β)×N
values and confirmed that it is bounded from -0.6627... to 0.6627...
2.3 Connection to the Laplace Limit Constant
It turns out that there is an interesting connection between the expression for γmax and
the famous Kepler Equation (KE) for orbital mechanics, M = E − ε sin(E). Geometric
interpretations of M , E and ε are illustrated by Figure 1. Specifically, suppose that one is
inside a circular orbit, rescaled to be the unit circle, at the position S denoted by “?”. The
shortest path to the orbit has length 1 − ε. A celestial body traveles the orbit from that
point to point T. Given the area M/2 and distance 1 − ε, we want to determine the angle
E. These three values are related to one another by Kepler’s Equation. Planetary orbits are
elliptical, so the actual orbit is along an ellipse inside of the unit circle. Still, the calculation
of the eccentric anomaly, E, is a crucial step in determining planet’s coordinates along its
elliptical orbit at various time points.
KE is transcendental, i.e., with no algebraic solution in terms of M and ε, and it has been
studied extensively since it is central to celestial mechanics. Colwell (Colwell, 1993) notes
that “in virtually every decade from 1650 to the present” there have been papers devoted
to the Kepler Equation in the book suitably named “Solving Kepler’s Equation over three
centuries.” The solution to KE involves the condition equivalent to Eq. (9). Namely, the
solution can be expressed as the power series in ε, provided |ε sin(E)| < |E −M | and that
ε < ψ/ cosh(ψ), ψ = |E − M |, which is the “Laplace Limit Constant,” LLC (Plummer,
1960). The detailed mathematical derivation of the connection between Eq. (9) and LLC is
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provided in “Supplemental Materials (S-1).”
2.4 The proposed normalized measure of effect size and its distri-
bution
As we showed above, at any value of log(OR), the maximum of its standardized value is
γ =
log(OR)
2
√
2 + (1 + OR)/
√
OR
.
The bounded nature of γ (ranging between −LLC and LLC) suggests a new normalized
measure of effect size, γ′ = γ/LLC, that has the range −1 ≤ γ′ ≤ 1. The new statistic is ap-
propriate as a measure of effect size within a very wide range of odds ratios, 1/121 < OR < 121,
where it is monotone in OR. For instance, Figure 2 shows that under the null hypothesis, the
relationship between log(OR) and γ′ is almost linear, and under the alternative hypothesis,
the relationship is close to linear and monotone, as long as 1/121 < OR < 121 (these are
rounded to integer OR values before the LLC maximum is reached).
Although γ′ is derived by using the range of the standardized log(OR), it is not a stan-
dardized measure in the same sense as scaling by standard deviation. It is rather analogous
to a coefficient denoted by D′, which is commonly used in genetics to measure association
between alleles at a pair of genetic loci (linkage disequilibrium, LD) (Lewontin, 1964). D′ is
akin to γ′, because it is similarly obtained by taking a raw measure of LD and dividing it
by its maximum value (which is a function of allele frequencies) to yield the −1 ≤ D′ ≤ 1
range.
Using the first order Taylor series approximation, we derive an asymptotic variance of γ′,
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as well as one- and two-sided asymptotic test statistics, as follows:
Var
(
γ̂′
)
= σˆ2
sech [log(ÔR)/4]
(
4− log
(
ÔR
)
tanh
[
log(ÔR)/4
])
16× LLC
2 .
T =
√
N
γ̂′√
Var
(
γ̂′
) ,
which simplifies to
T =
√
N
4 log
(
ÔR
)
σˆ
(
4− log
(
ÔR
)
tanh
[
log(ÔR)/4
]) . (13)
The asymptotic distributions for one- and two-sided statistics are
T
H0∼ Normal(0, 1),
T 2
H0∼ χ2(1),
where σˆ is defined as before:
σˆ =
√
1
wˆ
1
pˆ(1− pˆ) +
1
1− wˆ
1
qˆ(1− qˆ) .
We show by simulation experiments that the null distribution of this new statistic reaches
the asymptotic chi-square quicker than the commonly used X2 = log(ÔR)2/σˆ2 and that the
new statistic provides higher power under the alternative hypothesis.
We note that two other well-known transformations of the OR with the range from -1
to 1 are Yule’s coefficients: Y =
√
OR−1√
OR+1
, the coefficient of colligation, and Q = OR−1
OR +1
(Yule,
1912). Interestingly, using the identity
√
x−1√
x+1
= tanh (log(x)/4), the statistic T can be expressed
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as a function of Y :
T =
√
N
4 log
(
ÔR
)
σˆ
(
Yˆ − 4
) . (14)
Further, note that 4 arctanh (Y) = 2 arctanh (Q) = log(OR). The arctanh transformation (to
log(OR)), known as Fisher’s variance stabilizing transformation (Fisher, 1915), is expected
to improve the rate of asymptotic convergence to the normal distribution, thus we do not
anticipate that the asymptotic test statistics based Y and Q would be competitive when
compared to the Z statistic based on the log(OR). Nevertheless, we obtained approximate
variances for Y and Q using the first order Taylor series approximation (the same type of
approximation that yields the asymptotic variance for log(OR)) as follows:
V̂ar
(
Ŷ
)
=
1
N
 pˆ
wˆ(1− pˆ)qˆ2
(√
pˆ(1−qˆ)
(1−pˆ)qˆ + 1
)4 + 1− qˆ
(1− wˆ)(1− pˆ)2qˆ
(√
pˆ(1−qˆ)
(1−pˆ)qˆ + 1
)4
 ,
V̂ar
(
Q̂
)
=
1
N
[
4(1− pˆ)pˆ(qˆ − 1)2qˆ2
(1− wˆ)(pˆ+ qˆ − 2pˆ qˆ)4 −
4(pˆ− 1)2pˆ2(qˆ − 1)qˆ
wˆ(pˆ+ qˆ − 2pˆ qˆ)4
]
.
Our expressions turn out to be equivalent to squared standard errors for Y and Q as stated
by Yule(Yule, 1912), but his formulas are given in terms of four counts, while we separate
frequencies from the reciprocal of the total sample size. Via simulations, we confirmed that
the statistic for Y tends to be more conservative and less powerful than Z, while the statistic
for Q is anti-conservative and reaches the nominal 5% size only around N = 1, 000. However,
these results are omitted here and we focus instead on comparisons of statistics based on γ′
and log(OR).
2.5 Approximate Bayesian inference
The rationale for using standardized coefficients (e.g., standardized log odds ratio) as mea-
sures of effect size in epidemiologic studies has been questioned and it has been suggested
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that standardized coefficients are insufficient summaries of effect size (Greenland, Schles-
selman, & Criqui, 1986; Greenland, Maclure, Schlesselman, Poole, & Morgenstern, 1991).
However, standardized effects can be utilized efficiently for delivering approximate Bayesian
inference. Specifically, we propose to employ standardization as an intermediate step that
yields posterior inference for parameters of interest (such as γ′). The key to this approach
is the observation that it is often straightforward to obtain an approximate posterior distri-
bution for standardized effects (δ = µ/σ) using a noncentral density as likelihood. Once such
standardized posterior distribution is estimated, it can next be converted to an approximate
posterior distribution for a parameter of interest, µ. Our approach parallels semi-Bayes (also
called partial-Bayes) methods, where explicit priors are used only for a subset of parameters
(Greenland, 2006, 2007, 2009; Wakefield, 2008).
Let ξ =
√
N × δ denote the noncentrality parameter of the raw effect size density (for
instance, Z ∼ N(ξ, 1) or X2 ∼ χ21(ξ)). To obtain an approximate posterior distribution, one
needs to specify a prior distribution for a raw measure of effect size, µ, as a binned frequency
histogram, with a finite mixture of values µ1, µ2, . . . , µB (the mid-values of bins) and the
corresponding probabilities, Pr(µi) (the height of bins as percent values). For example, if the
effect size is measured by µ=log(OR), such binned frequency histogram may be bell-shaped
with a sizable spike around zero, indicating that the majority of risk effects are anticipated to
be small. Alternatively, if the effect size is measured by log2(OR), the frequency histogram
may be L-shaped, with a spike of the mass again at about zero.
Next, we employ an approximation to a fully Bayesian analysis (which would have re-
quired a joint prior distribution for both µ and σ), and “dress” the raw parameter, by plug-
ging in the estimate of the standard deviation, to obtain values of δi = µi/σˆ and ξi =
√
Nδi.
Then, given the observed value of a test statistic T = t, the posterior distribution of the
standardized effect size will also be a finite mixture, calculated as:
Pr(ξj | T = t) = Pr(µj)f(T = t | ξj)∑B
i=1 Pr(µi)f(T = t | ξi)
, (15)
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where f is the test statistic density with the non-centrality parameter ξi, i = 1, . . . , B. Once
the posterior distribution for the standardized effect size (times
√
N), is evaluated, one can
approximate the posterior distribution for the raw parameter of interest by “undressing”
it, i.e., multiplying by the sample standard deviation and scaling by the square root of the
sample size. For example,
Pr(γ′i | T = t) = Pr
(
ξi ·
√
V̂ar
(
γ̂′
)
/
√
N | T = t
)
. (16)
From this approximate posterior distribution, one can then obtain an effect size estimator as
the posterior mean by taking a weighted sum (e.g., E(γ′ | T = t) = ∑Bi=1 γ′i Pr(γ′i | T = t)),
construct posterior credible intervals, etc. ‘Approximation’ here refers to approximating a
fully Bayesian modeling: our approach is a compromise between the frequentist and the
Bayesian methodologies due to the usage of plug-in frequentist estimates for certain param-
eters. Although the posterior distribution for the raw effect size obtained via our method
is approximate (due to plugging in a point sample estimate of the standard deviation), it is
nevertheless highly accurate, as we demonstrate through our simulation experiments.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Simulations: Frequentist properties
For an investigation of the statistical properties of the proposed procedures vis a vis tradi-
tional Z-tests, we now turn to simulation experiments. A supplemental materials appendix
(S-2) provides details for the simulation setup.
Our simulation experiments were not intended to include various types of existing statis-
tics. Instead, we have explicitly focused on the two statistical measures described in our
introduction in an ‘apples to apples’ comparison – that is, between two similarly derived
Wald test statistics, both of which are based on the transformation of the odds ratio to mea-
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sure effect size. The basic model for the OR estimates, without stratification or covariates,
follows from the basic 2 × 2 contingency table. [We note that other investigations provide
thorough coverage of the performance of alternative tests for contingency table associations,
but have not covered the comparisons of interest to us (Larntz, 1978; Zaykin, Pudovkin, &
Weir, 2008)].
Type-I error rates for the two statistical measures, calculated under the null hypothesis
of no effect, log(OR) = 0, are shown in Table 2. For small number of cases, the test based
on log(OR) = 0 behaves conservatively, while the size of the test based on γ′ is considerably
closer to the nominal level of α = 0.05. As the number of cases increases, the size of
both tests approaches the nominal level. Table 3 shows statistical power of the two tests
for the different combinations of log(OR), its variance, and the number of cases. For all
combinations of parameters considered, the γ′-based test has higher statistical power than
the Z-test, particularly for small sample sizes.
We further note that the power of these two-sided tests can be investigated analytically
by plugging in the population parameters, p, q, w and considering the ratio of Z and T
values, Z/T . Sample size and variance cancel out and their ratio becomes only a function of
log(OR):
Z/T =
4− log(OR) tanh [log(OR)/4]
4
.
Figure 3 illustrates that for all odds ratio values within the (1/121−121) interval, T -statistics
are at least as large as Z-statistics. Under the null (true log(OR) = 0), the ratio Z/T is one,
and the two statistics are equivalent.
3.2 Simulations: Bayesian properties
Averaged across simulations, Table 4 reports (a) the true mean value of the raw parameter,
E(γ′), corresponding to the maximum observed test statistic; (b) the posterior expectation
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E(γ′ | Zmax); (c) the average for the frequentist estimator of gamma prime, E(γ̂′); and
(d) the average probability to contain the true log(OR) value by the high posterior density
interval.
On the one hand, Table 4 shows that posterior expectation is very close to the true
average effect size value, even when posterior inference was performed using small sample
sizes and extreme selection (i.e., the top-ranking result taken out of one million statistical
tests). On the other hand, Table 4 illustrates that the frequentist estimator of γ′ is subject
to the winner’s curse and grossly exaggerates the true magnitude of effect size. Finally, after
comparing posterior convergence to the corresponding nominal levels, it is clear that the
posterior interval’s performance is satisfactory.
3.3 Co-occurance of cannabis-use associated SEPEs
To investigate patterns of SEPE-SEPE co-occurance, we obtained unweighted counts for
pair-wise SEPEs and organized them using 2× 2 tables, in which individuals were classified
as reporting or not SEPEi, SEPEj, for all j > i, i = 1, . . . , 17 with the exception of 1-10, 2-11,
3-4, 5-15, 7-14, 13-15, 13-17, and 15-17 pairs. These pairs were excluded because the answer
to the jth SEPE was conditional on the positive answer to the ith SEPE. For example, it is
impossible for one to be ‘unable to cut down or stop’ using cannabis (SEPE10), unless the
one is ‘wanting or trying to cut down or stop’ (SEPE1). These data manipulations resulted
in 128 (17 choose 2 minus 8) 2× 2 tables calculated for each year across the ten years under
study, 2004 - 2014.
Next, we focused on the year 2004. In a correction step, we added 1/2 to each cell
count and calculated 128 ORs for SEPEi-SEPEj co-occurrence. The addition of 1/2 to
cell counts is known as the Haldane-Anscombe (or ‘pseudo-Bayes’) correction, and is com-
monly used to improve asymptotic convergence to normality of the test statistic for log(OR)
(Haldane, 1956; Anscombe, 1956; Lawson, 2004; Agresti, 1999). Given the calculated ORs
(or log(OR)s), we used the approximate Bayesian inference to obtain the posterior dis-
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tribution for the standardized effect size (Eq. 15). We assumed that the prior distribu-
tion of log(OR) is formed by the 50:50 mixture of the two truncated normal distributions:
log(OR)| H0 ∼ Truncated Normal(0, 0.001) with the truncation parameter set to 0.01, and
log(OR)| H1 ∼ Truncated Normal(0,W = 0.67) with the truncation parameter set to 4.8.
That is, a priori we assumed that there is a 50% chance that the observed association is
false (i.e., log(OR) comes from the zero-centered normal distribution with a sizable spike
at zero and no values greater in absolute value than 0.01), and 50% chance that it is real.
The standard deviation W was chosen so that there is a 5% a priori chance of encounter-
ing OR≥ 3, and 5% chance of encountering OR≤ 1/3; the truncation parameter was set
to 4.8, which correponds to the maximum OR of about 121. Next, we sampled 7 million
values from the prior mixture and “dressed” prior sampled values by multiplying them by
the observed
√
Nk/
√
Var(log(ORk)), k = 1, . . . , 128, thus obtaining 128 discretized bins for
the prior distribution of the non-centrality parameter ξ. Finally, using Eq. (15), we obtained
128 posterior densities for the non-centrality parameter for the year 2004.
Next, we used 2004 posterior densities as prior densities for the year 2005. Then, with
the 2005-2014 data, we iteratively repeated these steps until we obtained posterior non-
centrality densities through to the year 2014. In a final step, we “undressed” the posterior
noncentralities (Eq. 16) and calculated posterior expectations, with the corresponding 95%
credible intervals, for 128 γ′s.
Table 5 provides a summary of what we found about co-occurrence of SEPE-SEPE pairs,
with posterior expectations of scaled from γ′ -1 to 1.0, and with a focus on co-occurrences
observed within ∼90 days after first cannabis use. The first row of Table 5 is focused on
SEPE1 and its degree of co-occurrence with SEPEj as j = 2, 3, . . . , 9, 11, . . . , 17. Positive
values of γ′ indicate an elevated co-occurrence of the SEPE-SEPE pairs. When the associated
95% Bayesian credible intervals cover zero, the degree of association linking SEPE1 with
SEPEj must be regarded as weak. Based on the results in the final row of Table 5, we
might conclude that once new cannabis initiates want or try ‘to cut down or stop using
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cannabis,’ they also are more likely to have experienced SEPE3, SEPE5, SEPE7, or SEPE9.
As such, this subset of the SEPE-SEPE pairs might qualify as emergent therapeutic targets
in a process of becoming a case of cannabis use disorder.
The second row displays corresponding estimates for the co-occurrence of SEPE2 relative
to SEPEj for j > 2. Here, we note that when new cannabis initiates are ‘spending a lot of
time getting or using cannabis,’ the survey data indicate statistically robust estimates of γ′
for all of the SEPE3-SEPE17 pairs, and an especially sizeable γ
′ estimate of 0.75 for SEPE14
(i.e., continuing to use cannabis despite problems with family or friends; credible interval =
0.71, 0.90).
The remaining rows of Table 5 can be read out in analogously. The result is a view
of the ‘greater-than-chance’ co-occurrence of SEPE, arranged in pairs that can be used to
evaluate potential syndromic or pre-syndromic therapeutic targets for investigators interested
in prevescalation or disruption of the potentially pathological processes that lead toward or
beyond this stage of formation of cannabis syndromes.
In a forecast of future prospective and longitudinal research that builds from this cross-
sectional view of SEPE-SEPE pairs, one might posit a possibly accelerated CUD development
process. For example, consider Figure 4 and its depiction of a plausible chain of progression
from SEPE1, which was found to have the largest SEPE attack rate estimate in these data
on newly incident cannabis users. Table 5 shows that the largest γ′ seen for the vector of
SEPE1-SEPEj pairs is the estimate for j = 5. One possibility is that there are cannabis-
attributable ‘problems with emotions,’ once initiates want or try to cut down or stop using
cannabis. Alternatively, once cannabis-attributable problems with emotions appear, Table
5 provides empirical guidance in the direction of larger values of γ′ among SEPE5-SEPEj,
j = 6, . . . , 17 pairs, from which we might identify a likely set of cannabis SEPE. Prominent
in this set might turn out to be cannabis causing a serious problem at home, work, or school
(SEPE9, γ
′ = 0.68), cannabis causing physical problems (SEPE13, γ′ = 0.71), or cannabis-
caused repeated legal problems (SEPE16, γ
′ = 0.76).
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In our presentation of these findings, we must acknowledge that the NSDUH data are
not sufficiently fine-grained concerning the dimension of temporal sequencing. The esti-
mates of γ′ that are presented in this paper’s tables are not time-sequenced, as they might
be in prospective and longitudinal research on the addictive processes that lead relatively
quickly from first cannabis use until the formation of early emerging cannabis dependence
syndromes. Nevertheless, these cross-sectional estimates resemble what we can see when pa-
tients infected with a novel virus then experience fever, headache, myalgia, dry cough, and
other manifestations of the virus-influenced pathological process, and the patients are not
seen until they qualify for testing based on the symptoms and signs they have experienced
before being tested. Here, we have no virus infection, but we have the first exposure to a
cannabis product as an agent that might or might not be followed by a pathological process
that leads eventually toward a cannabis use disorder. These new cannabis initiates are ob-
served with a relatively short interval of time after cannabis onset. As might be the case
after a virus infection, there is no time-sequencing data about which came first, the fever
or the headache. Rather, in the early stages of investigation of post-exposure syndromes of
this type, we must rely upon cross-sectionally gathered evidence to guide later prospective
and longitudinal studies to throw light on which features of the syndrome might come first
and which might come later.
4 DISCUSSION
In this article, our primary intent has been to introduce ‘gamma prime’ (γ′) as a transformed
odds ratio for use as a statistical measure of the magnitude of association as might link two
binary response variables (here, SEPE) or to link a binary exposure variable (X) with a binary
response variable (Y). In addition to our description of statistical properties and performance
of γ′ relative to its traditional odds ratio alternative, we have illustrated contemporary public
health utility of γ′ in novel research on what newly incident cannabis users experience within
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the first ∼90 days after cannabis onset.
Studying cannabis side effect problems and experiences (SEPE) assessed within the first
∼90 days after first cannabis use, we illustrate how the γ′ statistic can be used to quantify
the degree of association between pair of SEPE. Several implications can be seen. First,
new evidence about SEPE-SEPE pairs suggests potential therapeutic target profiles of in-
terest to intervention researchers who might have in mind novel medications or non-drug
interventions intended to disrupt the process of becoming a case of cannabis use disorder.
One result of public health significance can be ‘prevescalation’ (i.e., preventing escalation)
during the processes that develop after one starts to use cannabis, but before one qualifies as
a formally diagnosable case of cannabis use disorder. The resulting overview of the natural
history of an early progression to CUD can help clinicians and researchers who are trying to
identify individuals with relatively non-toxic cannabis use experiences and to discriminate
these individuals from users on an experience-trajectory that might require intensive clinical
interventions.
The simulation studies described in this paper show that the γ′ test statistic can provide
better control of Type I error relative to the traditional Z-test when the sample size is
constrained. Also, the statistical power of γ′ seems to be at least as good as that of the
traditional Z-test for null odds ratios (= 1). In addition, we offer a simple and efficient
approach for obtaining an approximate posterior distribution for γ′ and demonstrate its
robustness to selection bias, a feature that should promote the reliability of reported findings.
The new measure γ′ is normalized by the Laplace Limit Constant to possess a range
that runs from −1.0 to 1.0. As a result, the non-negative positive values of γ′ are indicative
of co-occurrences, and the negative values of γ′ are indicative of inverse co-occurrences. In
applications of γ′ to cause-effect and protective-effect associations, a robust positive sign on
γ′ might lead to an inference of causal influence. A robust negative sign on γ′ might lead to
an inference of a protective effect.
In this paper’s subject matter context, the estimates for γ′ provide evidence that many
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early-observed SEPE are co-occurring with other SEPE. We note that all estimates of the
upper bounds for γ′ have positive signs. An implication might be that no SEPE is serving
to dampen the occurrence of the other SEPE.
Several limitations deserve attention, in addition to our previously mentioned caution
about cross-sectional and retrospective survey estimates, which might not convey the same
estimates to be found in prospective and longitudinal research. Nevertheless, it is not possible
to design and conduct informative prospective and longitudinal research in epidemiology
before we have starting estimates from cross-sectional studies (e.g., to provide information
about statistical power projections).
We also note that there are no logistically feasible biological assays for the cannabis side
effect problems and experiences we are studying in this work. In theory, pharmacological
tolerance and withdrawal might be studied without a reliance upon subjectively felt experi-
ences, but no one has accomplished this measurement task with epidemiological samples as
large as the NSDUH samples. In consequence, the self-report ACASI assessments might be
as good as it gets in large sample epidemiological field surveys.
We should express some uncertainty about whether γ′ estimates for drugs other than
cannabis will serve well. For opioid drugs such as fentanyl and heroin, there are ‘left-hand-
side’ time-to-event errors (e.g., truncation), such that a newly incident user might die of an
overdose within a ∼90 day interval after first drug use. This type of time-to-event error most
likely is constrained in research on cannabis and other drugs for which user-fatality rates
from overdose occur rarely if at all.
In the domain of statistical limitations, we should note that γ′ should not be regarded as
an approximate Pearson correlation coefficient (ρX,Y ), nor does it behave as a standardized
measure of effect size. That said, the usual standardized log(OR) can be approximately
related to the standardized slope and to the correlation coefficient ρX,Y = β × (σX/σY ) in
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simple linear regression models. When both X and Y are binary, ρX,Y can be expressed as:
ρX,Y = (p− q)
√
w(1− w)√
v(1− v)
≈ ln(OR)
√
v(1− v)
√
w(1− w), (because p− q ≈ ln(OR)(1− v)v),
≈ δ.
In addition, we should note that standardized coefficients may be used in practice as a
“scale-free” measure. Nevertheless, it has been suggested that the magnitude of these sta-
tistical measures may not appropriately reflect relative importance of explanatory variables
(Greenland et al., 1986, 1991). Given that our γ′ is not obtained using a regular standardiza-
tion technique (i.e., scaling by the standard deviation), we omit arguments for and against
the use of standardized coefficients in statistical practice.
In this work, we have provided an example of how the standardized logarithm of the
odds ratio (δ) can be used as a middle step towards an approximate posterior inference for
a raw (non-standardized) parameter of interest. Based on an assumption that the prior
distribution for the raw parameter is known precisely, we checked the performance of our
method in terms of its resistances to the ‘winner’s curse’ as well as robustness of estimation
in the presence of multiple testing.
In this context, exact knowledge of the prior distribution is improbable and outside the
boundaries of a research team’s reach. Nevertheless, assumptions about the prior distribution
can be useful for the purpose of checking accuracy of methods performance in an ideal
scenario. Assuming that the prior is known, proper posterior estimates should not overstate
the effect size when the top-ranking associations are selected out of a large number of results.
As for practical implementations, although the exact prior distribution may not be known,
it can be specified realistically.
We recognize that the problem of a reasonable prior choice can be challenging. We also
note that this problem is not unique to our proposed method and it is a problem that is
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ubiquitous within the Bayesian framework. Furthermore, in our current application, the
50 : 50 mixture of two truncated normal distributions had little impact on our final reported
results – due to the sequential prior-poster update that allowed us to combine 2004-2014
results in a ‘meta-analytical fashion.’
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Tables
Table 1: Estimated analysis-weighted incidence of cannabis SEPE soon after cannabis onset
(∼1-90 Days). Data from non-institutionalized civilian 12-to-29-year-olds in the United States
based on the National Surveys on Drug Use and Health, 2004 – 2014 (n = 3, 710 newly incident
cannabis users).
SEPE Description Incidence Rate (95% CI)
1 Wanting or trying to cut down or stop using cannabis 0.54 (0.47, 0.61)
2 Spending a lot of time getting or using cannabis 0.25 (0.20, 0.31)
3 Using the same amount but it has less effect 0.15 (0.12, 0.19)
4 Needing more cannabis to get the same effect 0.12 (0.96, 0.15)
5 Cannabis causing problems with emotions 0.09 (0.07, 0.12)
6 Spending less time doing important activities 0.09 (0.07, 0.12)
7 Causing problems with family members or friends 0.09 (0.07, 0.12)
8 Being unable to keep limits (continuing to use) 0.09 (0.06, 0.13)
9 Causing a serious problem at home or work or school 0.07 (0.05, 0.10)
10 Being unable to cut down or stop 0.07 (0.05, 0.09)
11 Spending a lot of time getting over effects 0.06 (0.04, 0.09)
12 Doing dangerous activities 0.06 (0.04, 0.09)
13 Cannabis causing physical problems 0.04 (0.03, 0.06)
14 Continuing to use despite problems with family or friends 0.04 (0.03, 0.05)
15 Continuing to use despite emotional problems 0.04 (0.02, 0.06)
16 Causing repeated problems with the law 0.02 (0.01, 0.03)
17 Continuing to use despite physical problems 0.01 (0.01, 0.02)
Abbreviations: SEPE, side effect problem-experiences; CI, confidence intercal.
Note: Alcover et al. (2019) recently provided a description of the unweighted sample character-
istics, which is readily accessible via this URL: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/
abs/10.1111/ajad.12943. For this reason, we direct the reader’s attention to this online
resource in lieu of adding the table of unweighted sample characteristics to this journal article
submission.
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Table 2: The type-I error rate by the number of cases (log OR = 0).
log(OR) γ′
nD = 25 0.029 0.051
nD = 50 0.038 0.050
nD = 100 0.043 0.049
nD = 250 0.046 0.049
nD = 500 0.048 0.049
nD = 1, 000 0.048 0.049
nD = 5, 000 0.050 0.050
Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio.
Note: For small number of cases, the test based on log(OR) behaves conservatively, while
the size of the test based on γ′ is considerably closer to the nominal level of α = 0.05.
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Table 3: Power of the two tests by different levels of log(OR) and τ , assuming that
log(OR) ∼ N(0, τ).
log(OR) γ′ log(OR) γ′ log(OR) γ′ log(OR) γ′
log(OR)∼N(0, τ) ⇒ τ = log(2)
Φ−1(1−0.05) ≈ 0.42 τ = 0.5 τ = 1 τ = 2
nD = 25 0.065 0.098 0.080 0.116 0.212 0.263 0.441 0.493
nD = 50 0.121 0.142 0.151 0.174 0.358 0.385 0.602 0.624
nD = 100 0.204 0.217 0.253 0.266 0.503 0.516 0.718 0.726
nD = 250 0.360 0.365 0.423 0.429 0.664 0.668 0.821 0.823
nD = 500 0.490 0.493 0.553 0.556 0.757 0.758 0.873 0.874
nD = 1, 000 0.613 0.614 0.666 0.667 0.825 0.826 0.909 0.910
nD = 5, 000 0.814 0.814 0.843 0.843 0.921 0.921 0.960 0.960
Fixed OR ⇒ OR = 1.25 OR = 2 OR = 3 OR = 4
nD = 25 0.038 0.064 0.124 0.176 0.276 0.354 0.411 0.499
nD = 50 0.061 0.076 0.267 0.303 0.559 0.602 0.735 0.770
nD = 100 0.091 0.101 0.499 0.521 0.840 0.854 0.938 0.945
nD = 250 0.174 0.180 0.850 0.856 0.985 0.986 0.999 0.999
nD = 500 0.306 0.310 0.971 0.972 0.999 0.999 1 1
nD = 1, 000 0.532 0.534 0.998 0.998 1 1 1 1
nD = 5, 000 0.971 0.971 1 1 1 1 1 1
Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio.
Note: For all combinations of parameters considered, the γ′-based test has higher statis-
tical power than the Z-test, particularly for small sample sizes.
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Table 4: Average true value, E(γ′), average posterior estimator, E(γ′ | Zmax), and average
frequentist estimator, E(γ̂′), assuming γ′ ∼ N(0, τ = 0.42) for the top-ranking (maximum)
observed statistic (Z) selected out of L tests. Averages refer to the mean value taken across
simulation experiments.
# of tests (L) n E(γ′) E(γ′ | Zmax) E(γ̂′) Posterior coverage
10,000 500 0.46 0.46 0.55 94%
750 0.47 0.47 0.53 95%
1,000 0.48 0.48 0.52 95%
1,500 0.48 0.48 0.51 95%
100,000 500 0.52 0.53 0.62 93%
750 0.53 0.54 0.60 95%
1,000 0.54 0.55 0.60 95%
1,500 0.55 0.55 0.58 95%
500,000 500 0.56 0.57 0.67 92%
750 0.56 0.57 0.64 94%
1,000 0.58 0.58 0.63 94%
1,500 0.59 0.59 0.63 95%
1,000,000 500 0.58 0.59 0.69 91%
750 0.58 0.59 0.66 93%
1,000 0.61 0.61 0.66 95%
1,500 0.61 0.61 0.65 95%
Note: Posterior expectation is very close to the true average effect size value, even when
posterior inference was performed using small sample sizes and extreme selection, while
the frequentist estimator of γ′ is subject to the winner’s curse and grossly exaggerates
the true magnitude of effect size.
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Table 5: Posterior estimates for the estimated degree of association for each of the 128 SEPEi-SEPj pairs developed soon after
cannabis use onset ( within 1-90 days), as quantified by the gamma prime (γ′) statistic. Data from the United States National
Surveys on Drug Use and Health, 2004-2014.
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
1 0.01 0.23 0.02 0.46 0.16 0.22 0.03 0.31 NA 0.17 0.01 0.06 0.01 0.21 0.09 -0.04
(-0.07, 0.10) (0.04, 0.40) (-0.09, 0.12) (0.29, 0.59) (-0.01, 0.32) (0.02, 0.42) (-0.16, 0.23) (0.11, 0.48) (-0.05, 0.39) (-0.11, 0.13) (-0.15, 0.26) (-0.13, 0.15) (-0.01, 0.42) (-0.15, 0.32) (-0.30, 0.22)
2 0.35 0.50 0.30 0.61 0.53 0.59 0.46 0.33 NA 0.43 0.32 0.75 0.53 0.37 0.36
(0.19, 0.49) (0.38, 0.61) (0.14, 0.44) (0.48, 0.72) (0.40, 0.64) (0.40, 0.76) (0.30, 0.59) (0.12, 0.53) (0.27, 0.57) (0.10, 0.52) (0.71, 0.90) (0.35, 0.68) (0.09, 0.61) (0.00, 0.65)
3 NA 0.40 0.36 0.19 0.19 0.41 0.05 0.47 0.13 0.51 0.10 0.42 0.43 0.05
(0.22, 0.56) (0.17, 0.53) (-0.001, 0.38) (-0.10, 0.46) (0.21, 0.58) (-0.19, 0.29) (0.25, 0.66) (-0.08, 0.35) (0.29, 0.71) (-0.15, 0.35) (0.17, 0.62) (0.18, 0.65) (-0.27, 0.36)
4 0.32 0.37 0.38 0.62 0.44 0.50 0.30 0.39 0.44 0.54 0.42 0.43 0.58
(0.14, 0.48) (0.21, 0.52) (0.22, 0.52) (0.45, 0.79) (0.27, 0.58) (0.31, 0.67) (0.00, 0.57) (0.22, 0.54) (0.24, 0.61) (0.37, 0.69) (0.21, 0.59) (0.20, 0.62) (0.34, 0.79)
5 0.55 0.49 0.19 0.68 0.03 0.59 0.52 0.71 0.44 NA 0.76 0.33
(0.39, 0.68) (0.34, 0.63) (-0.09, 0.46) (0.56, 0.91) (-0.17, 0.22) (0.39, 0.76) (0.35, 0.66) (0.63, 0.91) (0.24, 0.62) (0.71, 0.91) (-0.00, 0.62)
6 0.67 0.51 0.90 0.13 0.41 0.59 0.35 0.72 0.71 0.73 0.47
(0.55, 0.79) (0.29, 0.70) (0.89, 0.91) (-0.11, 0.37) (0.14, 0.63) (0.44, 0.72) (0.11, 0.57) (0.66, 0.91) (0.65, 0.91) (0.68, 0.91) (0.18, 0.71)
7 0.45 0.68 0.26 0.15 0.61 0.52 NA 0.53 0.76 0.36
(0.23, 0.64) (0.58, 0.91) (-0.00, 0.51) (-0.13, .42) (0.47, 0.73) (0.33, 0.68) (0.33, 0.69) (0.72, 0.91) (-0.00, 0.67)
8 0.29 0.77 0.19 0.26 0.46 0.56 0.03 0.39 0.22
(-0.00, 0.55) (0.74, 0.91) (-0.15, 0.52) (-0.01, 0.51) (0.17, 0.69) (0.33, 0.75) (-0.22, 0.28) (0.00, 0.70) (-0.15, 0.55)
9 0.41 0.62 0.61 0.55 0.78 0.73 0.83 0.56
(0.17, 0.61) (0.43, 0.83) (0.45, 0.74) (0.35, 0.72) (0.76, 0.91) (0.67, 0.91) (0.81, 0.91) (0.31, 0.79)
10 0.56 0.53 0.10 0.49 0.15 0.45 0.29
(0.31, 0.77) (0.31, 0.72) (-0.19, 0.39) (0.25, 0.69) (-0.12, 0.41) (0.19, 0.67) (-0.11, 0.64)
11 0.57 0.42 0.04 0.32 0.53 0.21
(0.34, 0.77) (0.12, 0.67) (-0.23, 0.31) (-0.00, 0.59) (0.24, 0.76) (-0.15, 0.55)
12 0.43 0.73 0.59 0.63 0.53
(0.21, 0.62) (0.67, 0.91) (0.41, 0.75) (0.47, 0.83) (0.25, 0.76)
13 0.61 NA 0.59 NA
(0.43, 0.80) (0.37, 0.80)
14 0.64 0.67 0.59
(0.49, 0.91) (0.53, 0.91) (0.35, 0.91)
15 0.51 NA
(0.26, 0.71)
16 0.15
(-0.20, 0.48)
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Figure legends
Figure 1: The Kepler equation: geometric interpretation. Given the knowledge of the area
M and the distance to the origin, ε, solve for the angle E in M = E − ε sin(E) .
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Figure 2: The relationship between log(OR) and γ′. The figure illustrates that under the
null hypothesis (log(OR) = 0), the relationship between sample values of log(OR) and γ′ is
approximately linear, and under the alternative hypothesis (log(OR) 6= 0) the relationship
is monotone in the interval 1/121 < OR < 121.
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Figure 3: The range of Z/T -ratio values for 1/121 < OR < 121. The red line highlights
log(OR) values, for which γ′-based T -statistic considerably exceeds Z-statistic. The blue
rectangular highlights log(OR) values near the null hypothesis, for which the two statistics
are similar to one another. Note that for all values of log(OR), Z-value never exceeds T -value.
SEPE 1: Wanting or trying to cut down or stop
SEPE 5: Problems with emotions
SEPE 16: Causing re-
peated problems with the
law
SEPE 13: Causing
physical problems
SEPE 14: Con-
tinuing to use
despite problems
with family or
friends
SEPE 9: Causing a serious prob-
lem at home or work or school
SEPE 16:
Causing re-
peated prob-
lems with the
law
SEPE 14: Continuing
to use despite problems
with family or friends
γ′ = 0.46
γ′ = 0.76
γ′ = 0.76γ
′ = 0.81
γ′ = 0.71
γ′ = 0.68
γ′ = 0.62
Figure 4: One of the likely progressions of the combinations of SEPEs within the first 90
days after cannabis use onset (2004-2014 NSDUH).
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